
Cubed Circle Newsletter 221 – Get Well, Hitman!

We have a super edition of the newsletter for you this week covering all of the major news from 
around the internet in the Pro-Wres Digest, including major Kidani statements, AAA title updates, 
NOAH cards, Lion's Gate, and unfortunately some sombre news, in addition to a look into the 
“Redneck Rookie” edition of RAW, The Mixed Bag with Nakamura's final NJPW match for the 
time being, up and coming rookies, and indie sleaze contamination – plus Ben takes a look back at 
the August 14th 1982 edition of Mid-South television! 

– Ryan Clingman, Cubed Circle Newsletter Editor

The Pro-Wres Digest for January 31st – February 6th 
Ben Carass.

On February 1st, Bret Hart announced in an emotional statement on Facebook that he is battling 
prostate cancer. “I've had a great lifelong dance and I'm a survivor of many hard battles. I now face 
my toughest battle. With hesitation and fear, I openly declare myself in my fight against prostate 
cancer. In the next few days, I will undergo surgery with the hope of defeating this nemesis once 
and for all.” Bret didn't reveal many details other than he would be undergoing surgery this week 
and according to Dave Meltzer in this week's Observer the cancer was detected early, which is 
certainly encouraging news. As if the Hart family hasn't had enough grief over the last two decades, 
the oldest of Stu & Helen's twelve children, Smith Hart, was also diagnosed with prostate cancer 
two weeks ago and unfortunately the cancer has spread to the bone in his hip. This is cancer we are 
talking about so it is always a serious issue, but with early detection the survival rate for prostate 
cancer can be as high as 99% due to the slow growth of the disease in that part of the body. 
Hopefully the news in the coming weeks is positive for both Bret and Smith. The marquee outside 
of Madison Square Garden in New York City put up picture of Bret with a get well soon message on
3/2 and there has also been an outpouring of support for both Bret and Smith from many people in 
the wrestling industry. Obviously, we would like to send our best wishes and all the luck in the 
world to Bret and Smith during this difficult time.

Axl Rotten (Brian Knighton) sadly passed away on 4/2 at the tragic age of 44. Initial reports were 
that Rotten had died in a motel room due to an overdose, however Pro Wrestling Sheet is reporting 
that he was found in his car outside of a McDonalds restaurant in Baltimore, MD. Ryan Satin of Pro
Wrestling Sheet noted that one source said that police told family that Rotten went into cardiac 
arrest, “but no drugs or paraphernalia were found in the vehicle.” There are currently no other 
details on the situation, but our thoughts are with Knighton's family.
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In more depressing news, Blackjack Mulligan, 73, was hospitalised some time over the weekend in 
Florida, where he lives. PWInsider first reported the news and Mike Johnson noted that it was 
serious enough for Mulligan's grandsons, Bo Dallas & Bray Wyatt, along with their father, Mike 
Rotunda, to fly home from RAW in Dallas, TX to be with him. Mulligan suffered a heart attack in 
June 2015 and has been in ill-health for years, as Mike Johnson noted, “which he has attributed to 
suffering from the ill effects of The Bends from a diving incident.” There has been no update on 
Mulligan's condition since Tuesday, although Bray Wyatt is currently scheduled for the weekend 
house shows in Canada. 

On a more positive note, Lucha Underground has been renewed for a third season. Robert 
Rodriguez, Mark Burnett and MGM announced on 1/2 that the show would be returning in early 
2017 on the El Rey Network. The story was picked up by some fairly big mainstream sites, 
including Forbes and IGN, however it was first reported by Pro Wrestling Sheet of all places on 
31/1.  Season two wrapped up filming on 31/1 and the talent were informed that they would be 
coming back to start production on season three in “late April”, according to Dave Meltzer. Pro 
Wrestling Sheet also scooped the bigger news sites with the announcement that Lucha Underground
will be available on iTunes in a couple of months, so those unable to get the El Rey Network will 
have a chance to watch the shows legally. When the show debuted in Canada on TLN (Telelatino 
Network) on 31/1 they aired the first episode of season one, which makes sense since Lucha 
Underground is more like a traditional television show than any other wrestling product and starting
at the beginning is the best way to introduce the show to a new market. Presumably when the 
iTunes deal goes through it will be a similar scenario, with season one being available first and 
season two being added later on.

The Pro Wrestling NOAH vs. Suzuki-Gun story took another turn this week, as NOAH-defector, 
Takashi Sugiura brought the GHC Heavyweight title back to Suzuki's Army when he defeated 
Naomichi Marufuji at the Yokohama Cultural Gymnasium on 31/1. I've not seen the match yet, but 
there was apparently a botched run-in from Lance Archer and a bunch of Suzuki-Gun interference 
towards the finish. Akira Taue begrudgingly handed Sugiura the GHC title and trophy, which 
Sugiura kicked over. They teased attacking Taue but Go Shiozaki and Maybach Taniguchi came out 
and backed them off. Marufuji came to and shook their hands and handed Taniguchi a NOAH towel
and the three left together as the new top babyfaces in the fight against Suzuki-Gun. Earlier on the 
show, Go Shiozaki lost to Minoru Suzuki after Yoshinobu Kanemaru turned on NOAH and joined 
Suzuki-Gun during the match, allowing Suzuki to get the win with the Gotch Piledriver. The deal 
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with Kanemaru defecting is that he was a NOAH original and around when the company formed, so
Suzuki was teasing in the build up that a “time bomb” was going to go off. Suzuki & Kanemarua 
put the boots to Shiozaki afterwards and Maybach Taniguchi stormed the ring to make the save. 
Taniguchi removed his mask and helped Shiozaki to the back. Elsewhere on the show, the Killer 
Elite Squad retained the GHC Tag Team titles over Katsuhiko Nakajima & Mohammad Yone. 
Taichi Ishimori retained the GHC Jr title over Kenoh. Daisuke Harada & Atsushi Kotogi retained 
the GHC Jr Tag titles over Taka Michinoku & Taichi. Maybach Taniguchi & Takashi Iizuka went to 
a double count-out. Shelton X Benjamin beat Mitsuhiro Kitamiya. El Desperado downed Yoshinobu
Kanemaru. Yoshihiro Takayama, Quiet Storm, Hajime Ohara & Genba Hirayanagi beat Yoshinari 
Ogawa, Akitoshi Saito, Hitoshi Kumano & Kaito Kiyomiya. 

Wacky New Japan owner, Takaaki Kidani was interviewed for Weekly Gong magazine and thanks 
to Chris Charlton on Twitter, here are some of the highlights. “I'm starting to think I should be 
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worried every time I hear a Japanese wrestler is taking English classes,” he quipped. Kidani said he 
wasn't involved in the contract negotiations with Nakamura but noted that money wasn't a factor of 
him leaving, which was an indication that Nakamura would have gone no matter what New Japan 
offered him. On the current top stars, he said his policy is not to get involved with the creative side, 
but he likes Naito and sees Shibata's “popularity with female fans.” The last two years saw New 
Japan grow 15%, with 3.3 billion yen in sales ($28 million) and 350 million yen in profit ($2.995 
million); New Japan's financial year is August to July.  Kidani revealed the current subscriber 
number for NJPW World is 35,000 worldwide and said the goal is to reach 50,000 for this year's 
G1, with the long-term target being 100,000. 

In other New Japan news, Tama Tonga missed the beginning of the current Road to New Beginning 
tour due to visa issues, however he was back working on the 2/2 show in Koga. Will Ospreay is set 
to start in the company at the Invasion Attack show on 10/4 and is also pencilled in for this year's 
Best of the Super Juniors. Dave Meltzer noted in the Observer that they are giving away comp 
tickets for the New Beginning in Osaka on 11/2, which is not a good sign since the Bodymaker 
Coliseum is usually New Japan's hottest building besides Korakuen Hall. The ROH/New Japan joint
shows at Korakuen Hall on 19/2 and 20/2 will feature, Jay Lethal, Roderick Strong, Mark & Jay 
Briscoe, Moose, Adam Cole, Bobby Fish, Kyle O’Reilly, Michael Elgin, Matt Sydal, Dalton Castle, 
and Delirious. The two nights a Korakuen will be Karl Anderson & Doc Gallows last dates for New
Japan. 

The card for the first Lion's Gate show was announced on 1/2 at Shinjuku Face in Tokyo and a lot 
of the matches are New Japan vs. NOAH. (1) Takumi Honjo vs. Shuhei Taniguchi. (2) Kawato Hirai
& Teruaki Kanemitsu vs. Kaito Kiyomiya & Hitoshi Kumano. (3) David Finlay Jr. vs. Taiji 
Ishimori. (4) Jay White vs. Yoshinari Ogawa. (5) Manabu Nakanishi vs. Quiet Storm. (6)
Satoshi Kojima & Hiroyoshi Tenzan vs. Genba Hirayanagi & Captain NOAH. (7) Juice Robinson 
vs. Katsuhiko Nakajima. (8) Yuji Nagata vs. Mitsuhiro Kitamiya.

Yohei Komatsu and Sho Tanaka made their CMLL debut on 2/2 at Arena Coliseo in Guadalajara. 
Under their new names of “Fujin” and “Raijin” (it would seem Tanaka is Raijin and Komatsu in 
Fujin, however I'm still not 100% sure on that), they teamed with Okumura in a losing effort against
Esfinge, Rey Cometa & Stuka Jr. 

WWE released five contracted developmental talents on 5/2, with Bull Dempsey and Sylvester 
LeFort being the most high profile casualties. Also sent packing was LeFort's much less talented 
former tag partner, Marcus Louis. Pro Wrestling Sheet also reported that Peter Howard and Mango 
(Oscar Vasquez), two guys who never made it to NXT TV, were also let go. WWE did pick up one 
new acquisition: Cathy Kelley, a 27 year-old presenter from Maria Menounos' AfterBuzz network, 
who has experience as an interviewer from Championship Wrestling from Hollywood.

AJ Styles will make his WWE house show debut on 6/2 in San Jose, CA and also on that card is a 
rare Brock Lesnar house show appearance. Compare that to the show in Penticton, BC on the same 
night, with Kane, the Wyatts, Dean Ambrose & Big Show as the top stars and I know which show 
I’d rather go to.

After being sent home from TNA's UK tour due to her physical altercation with Reby Sky last 
week, Awesome Kong was officially released from the company on 5/2. Kong revealed the news on 
Twitter, saying “My time this round in TNA was fun” and “Time for me to move on to other 
things.” TNA released a statement on the situation: “We conducted an investigation and determined 
releasing Awesome Kong is the appropriate action in this case,” said TNA Executive Vice President 
of Talent Relations and Television John Gaburick. “Kong has been a great contributor to TNA and 
helped solidify the Knockouts as the best female division in professional wrestling. We thank her 
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and wish her well.” 

The Cubsfan noted on 5/2 that Sexy Star had relinquished the AAA Mixed Tag Team 
Championship...on Twitter. “I renounce the [Mixed Tag Championship], to me it’s worthless, I’ve 
had it for so many years and never have defended it, the only result is mismatched pairs will fight in
an eliminator to face Pentagon and me, I’m not interested in this belt, so I will not fight anyone to 
defend it, I’ll gift it, end statement.” (Translation courtesy of Cubsfan). Sexy later noted that she 
was not leaving AAA and her Mixed Tag Championship partner, Pentagon Jr, said he was still 
willing to defend the titles. Sexy Star & Pentagon won the belts back in April 2014 and have not 
defended the titles once in all that time. According to Cubsfan, the next two AAA tapings were set 
to feature a #1 contenders match for the Mixed Tag belts, with Fantasma & Taya vs Bengala & Fabi 
vs Shani & Pirata and the winners going on to face Sexy Star & Pentagon on the following show. 
Konnan, who was recently removed as AAA booker, Tweeted out his support for Sexy, which 
translated as, “Everything falls under its own weight... In life, who does not risk lives repentant.” 
Cubsfan noted that four AAA titles have been vacated in recent months, the Mega Heavyweight, the
Trios, the Tag and now the Mixed Tag, and further more, the champions who haven't relinquished 
their titles rarely, if ever, defend them. Taya last defended the Reina de Reinas title four months ago,
which Cubsfan noted is “pretty good for a AAA title.” Psycho Clown won the Latin American title 
in August 2015 and has not defended it once and El Hilo del Fantasma, the World Cruiserweight 
champions, hasn't defended the belt since March 2015. 

The RAW ratings were down significantly this week and set another record low for a non-holiday, 
post-football season, show. In an 18% loss from last week's show the day after the Royal Rumble 
with the Rock, they averaged 3.37 million viewers over the three hours, with the previous low being
3.46 million on June 29th 2015. 8pm did 3.59 million. 9pm drew 3.46 million and 10pm dropped to 
3.09. TNA iMPACT was down slightly, with 295,000 viewers at 9pm and 112,000 for the midnight 
replay. Last week iMPACT did a combined 442,000 for the 9pm and midnight shows, while this 
week the combined number was 407,000.

The Mixed Bag Volume 2 – Vanilla Hellos & Goodbyes 
Ryan Clingman

This week's collection of matches, particularly decidedly vanilla. This isn't to say that the selection 
isn't diverse, or that some of the matches aren't worth seeking out, but whether it was the Nakamura 
departure multi-man match, Michinoku versus Yoshino on a peculiar Japanese indie, or Ciampa and
Gargano teaming up in Georgia, most every entry below could act as a standard example of a match
in its style. Similarly, every match on the list involves some kind of rising star, rookie, or departure  
– a purely unintentional theme.  

Stardom, 2015/12/06, Hiromi Mimura vs. Jungle Kyouna 

As I would later learn, this match was the finals of the 'Rookie of Stardom' early December 
tournament featuring newly debuted Stardom talent. Both finalists, Hiromi Mimura (debut October 
11th 2015) and Jungle Kyouna (debut November 15th 2015), looked just as impressive as anyone of
their experience level I have seen over the past few years. The final wasn't the joshi equivalent of a 
young lions match, nor was it a bare-bones NXT bout between two green talents. No, this wasn't 
even a competent seven minute match, which would have been itself impressive. Instead, the final 
was a very good, if not great, semi-main between two of the most promising 2016 'Rookie of the 
Year' candidates thus far.

Jungle Kyouna, with less than a month in the business, was understandably green, but was in some 
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respects Stardom's answer to an Antonio Cesaro. The analogy quickly falls apart when considering 
psychology and timing, but holds true when analysing the power moves executed on the admittedly 
much lighter, Hiromi Mimura. A swinging sleeper hold, a spin-out powerbomb, and deadlift gut 
wrenches were but some of her impressive feats, executed at the right times, in the right places –  
astounding for someone of her experience level. 

Kevin Wilson, Joshi expert and owner of both Puroresu Central and Joshi City, said on Twitter 
“She's the highest rank in the current crop so I think she's the one they see the most in.” .  This 
encounter wasn't the smoothest or best technical match in this week's Bag, but was the most 
exciting by a comfortable margin. 
*** ¾ 

NJPW, 2016/01/30, David Finlay vs. Hirai Kawato

New Japan's 01/30 Korakuen Hall show, whilst centred around the end of a  major NJPW career, 
saw the beginning of another, with the debut of 18 year-old “young boy”, Hirai Kawato, against 
fellow young lion, David Finlay. Even in comparison to the light – by NJPW roster standards –  
Yohei Komatsu, Kawato is small, with lesser comparative muscle mass than any young lion in 
recent memory. But, he is younger than Watanabe, Sho Tanaka, Hiromu Takahashi, or Yohei 
Komatsu were upon their respective debuts, and is likely to put on a substantial amount of weight in
the coming years. 

As frivolous as analysis of career debut matches may almost always be, it should be stated that 
Kawato was technically proficient, as is always expected of New Japan Dojo trainees. Whilst prone 
to overselling, this is a trend amongst the smaller young lions of this generation, such as Komatsu 
and Takahashi in their early matches, and is one that he will almost certainly outgrow.

Finlay carried Kawato in the most basic of young lions matches, sans Kawada stomps in a single leg
Boston Crab – this was a pure showcase for David Finlay. 
** ¾ 

NJPW, 2016/01/30, Kazuchika Okada, Shinsuke Nakamura & Tomohiro Ishii vs. Hiroshi 
Tanahashi, Hirooki Goto & Katsuyori Shibata

Watching the pre-match video brought to bare the extent of Nakamura's contributions for both the 
IWGP Intercontinental Championship and New Japan card depth in recent years. Clips aired of 
Marufuji, Suzuki, Fale, the ill-fated Gracies, Tanahashi and Sakuraba, all of whom challenged 
Nakamura for the IC title over the span of the last four or so years. 

But a few decades ago, Nakamura wouldn't have gotten a happy send-off. He would have been 
roughed up a bit, perhaps left on bad terms with some of the locker-room. But, wrestling has 
changed, and where Nakamura would have been stiffed by Maeda in the past, he was given a heart-
felt and emotional send-off. His stablemates entered in "Best in the World" Nakamura shirts, Okada 
visibly shaken, and later breaking down in tears. Nakamura didn't take the fall, and rather Ishii 
pinned Shibata, leaving fans to sendoff one of their own to further his career narrative

The match itself was forgettable. Perhaps Korakuen reacted a little louder, perhaps they cared a 
slight bit more, but the crowd on 01/30 was effectively the same that attends every 'Road to' show in
Tokyo. Interestingly, Goto was reacted to more harshly than anyone else in the match, and perhaps 
on the entire card, coming off of his attack on Okada at a press conference. An intriguing 
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Goto/Okada dynamic at New Beginning, has emerged from these reactions – as the current booking 
points towards an eminent heel turn. If NJPW pulls the trigger, he will be the first lone-wolf heel the
company has had in years.

Nakamura in his final in-ring NJPW moments of 2016, slapped Ishii in the face, giving him enough 
fire to finish Shibata. Afterwards the entire CHAOS stable, including Sakuraba,  entered wearing 
"Best in the World" Nakamura shirts as a sobbing Okada, and Nakamura embraced. Okada 
proceeded to carry Shinsuke out on his shoulders. Regardless, of his current role as New Japan ace, 
with a good friend now effectively in the WWE system, I suspect that Nakamura's success or failure
will lend some influence to Okada's long term career decisions. 

As a standard, well executed, albeit entirely forgettable, NJPW main-event multi-man match, 
Nakamura's final bout with the company is by no means must see – but, the post match definitely 
was. It was the non-scripted post match moments that rewarded long term viewers of the product, 
acknowledged, and honoured emotional commitment in Shinsuke Nakamura.
*** ½ 

Mr. Gannosuke Produce, 2016/01/12, Tatsuhiko Yoshino vs. TAKA Michinoku

After watching Yoshino for the first time last week in his stellar title challenge opposite Daisuke in 
Guts, a match against TAKA Michinoku, one of the most underutilized NOAH and NJPW talents 
for years, appeared irresistible –  evidently, I didn't quite understand the level of indie sleeve 
contained within Mr. Gannosuke Produce. 

Mr. Gannosuke's show aesthetics were perfectly reasonable, as was the surprisingly large crowd of 
240. The audio quality and mixing, however, made CMLL seem world class in comparison. I may 
have garnered better phonic perception of the show from the bottom of a swimming pool across the 
road from the Shin-Kiba arena.
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TAKA and Yoshino only had eight or so minutes with which to work, and whilst the resultant match
was above par, albeit quite basic, it was on many levels disappointing, especially considering the 
calibre of the workers involved. Michinoku bested Yoshino with the Just Face Lock.
*** ¼ 

UIW, 2016/01/09, Tommaso Ciampa & Johnny Gargano vs. Murder One & Chip Day

This is the first in what will hopefully become weekly coverage of Allan Blackstock's minor indie 
tracking YouTube playlist. 

I am not the largest of Ciampa or Gargano fans (although I respect their work), but the star aura of 
the duo in comparison to local Georgia stars, Murder One and Chip Day, could not be ignored. This 
isn't to say that Day and Murder One aren't star performers, as both, even from a single viewing, 
possess star potential, but Gargano and Ciampa, shone expectedly brighter from the frequent 
polishing that comes from years of regular national touring. 

Murder One towered over the three others, and was made to look even larger with the fixed camera 
on his side of the ring. Ciampa and Gargano were the babyface side, and consequently Murder One 
and Day got a lot of offence in during what was, in many respects, a traditional Southern tag-team 
match. Of course, with Gargano and Ciampa involved, it wasn't a match worked exclusively in that 
style, with big flurries of Ring of Honor style offence bursting forth off of a hot tag every so often, 
and toward the finish.

Unfortunately, the bout's early moments featured a personally loathed spot –  Ciampa's thumb in the
backside. Still, it fit with the crowd's expectations, with scattered chants of "ch-eeeh-mpah" during 
the early goings. I was happy to see the local team get the victory, with Day stealing a pin with his 
feet on the middle rope. 
*** ¼ 

Ryan's Star Ratings
 
NJPW

01/22:

Titan vs. El Barbaro Cavernario  *** 1/2
Mascara Dorada vs. BUSHI ***
Ryusuke Taguchi, Dragon Lee & Hiroshi Tanahashi vs. Virus, Kazuchika Okada & Shinsuke 
Nakamura *** 1/4
Volador Jr. & Mistico vs. Ultimo Guerrero & Mephisto ***

01/30:

Jay White vs. YOSHI-HASHI ** ½

Stardom

01/16:

Io Shirai & Mayu Iwatani vs Jungle Kyouna & Momo Watanabe ** ¾ 
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In next week's Mixed Bag: Inspire Pro, Sendai Girls, EVOLVE, Revolution Pro & More!

RAW Ramblings –  February 1st 2016
Legacy Arena: Birmingham, AL

Ben Carass.

Unlike last week with the “surprise” appearance from the Rock and the AJ Styles/Chris Jericho 
match, there was virtually nothing of note on this week's episode of RAW. The show no doubt had 
to be rewritten due to Bray Wyatt & Bo Dallas flying to Tampa, FL to be with their grandfather, 
Blackjack Mulligan, who was in rough shape in hospital. Bo certainly wasn't figured into any 
major plans, however, with a Brock Lesnar appearance used up here in Birmingham, AL, Bray 
would have surely been involved in some kind of angle with Lesnar since that appears to be the 
WrestleMania direction. 

Paul Heyman & Brock Lesnar were out for the opening segment and Heyman cut a promo about 
the Wyatt's conspiring to eliminate Brock from the WWE title picture and said Lesnar would get 
his revenge whenever he felt like it. Heyman talked about the threeway at Fast Lane and Dean 
Ambrose came out to cut a really good babyface promo about how he was not scared of Lesnar 
and that he would drag his broken body to WrestleMania to beat HHH for the WWE title. - 
Hopefully Reigns was watching his buddy, Dean, to learn how a babyface cuts a believable, fiery 
promo. Later, Ambrose & Reigns were in the Authority's office and they were staring at the 
WWE title belt which was mounted in a fancy case. Stephanie showed up and did her usual 
emasculation deal then talked about a bunch of famous turns involving friends and tag team 
partners. She called Ambrose, “Roman's sidekick” then booked the two against the New Day in 
the main event. Huntor the Fearless met with Lesnar & Heyman in the back and he scoffed at the
idea of Brock Lesnar not killing “Little Dean Ambrose” then asked if Suplex City had gotten soft. 
Brock said HHH would find out at WrestleMania and Huntor told him, “I'll see you there.” - Did 
everyone forget that Brock broke HHH's arm twice? Why would HHH be looking forward to 
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facing that guy again? Maybe the story will be that the Authority sent the Wyatt's after Brock, but 
still, it would be nice if HHH showed a little vulnerability in certain situations. Main event saw 
Ambrose & Reigns beat New Day in a non-title match in 17:20 when Ambrose pinned Big E with 
his DDT. Will Ambrose & Reigns get a tag title shot after beating the champs? Of course not. 
Match was fairly pedestrian; Heyman was on commentary and he at least made things interesting. 
Lesnar hit the ring afterwards, but New Day jumped Reigns & Ambrose from behind. Big E 
awkwardly slammed Reigns on the announce table and Lesnar laid Ambrose out with an F5 in the 
ring. - The roster is so depleted that we are back to having the New Day as top heels and, 
shockingly, the crowd didn't believe for one second that these clowns had a chance of beating 
Reigns & Ambrose. Like I said, there was virtually no storyline progression towards Fast Lane. 
Lesnar gave Ambrose an F5 and that was it. 

Get this. AJ Styles was on Miz TV. Certain death, right? Well, actually it turned out to be a pretty 
good little segment. Miz gave AJ the big introduction then proceeded to do his old shtick of asking 
a bunch of questions and not letting the guy answer. Miz got in some jabs about AJ being short and 
compared him to Daniel Bryan, who was also a short indie darling. Miz took credit for Bryan's 
success and said there was probably a reason why Styles had never made it to big leagues of the 
WWE. Miz continued to be a fantastic troll and asked the fans if a “rookie redneck” like Styles 
could make it in WWE without his guidance. AJ nailed Miz and stomped the hell out of him, before
Miz escaped and ran away. - I was sure this segment would be a complete disaster, but all credit to 
Miz, who played his super troll role perfectly and managed to make the fans want to see AJ kick his
ass. This set up a match on SmackDown, so at least they are building stuff for Styles, even if it is 
with the Miz. Later on in the show, Chris Jericho did a backstage interview and put over his match
with Styles last week, but said he was not happy with the outcome. He mentioned that he would be 
watching SmackDown very closely to see AJ vs. Miz. - Even though Jericho has been far from 
enthralling since he came back, a heel turn and feud with AJ could be just the thing he needs to 
snap out of the cliché-ridden, parody of himself from 1999. 
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Leftovers: Kalisto beat Rusev in a non-title match via count-out at 10:40. Alberto Del Rio was on 
commentary and he bad mouthed Kalisto the entire time, because they are in fact having another 
match for the US title at Fast Lane. Kalisto was good, but Rusev looked a little off his game. Lana 
got to come down to ringside though, so that's a plus. Brie Bella cut a nauseating babyface promo 
about Nikki recovering at home and watching the WWE Network. Charlotte & Ric Flair showed 
up and Charlotte's big insult was that Nikki was at home, “online shopping.” - I don't get it either. 
This led to a match in which Brie pinned Charlotte with the WORST small package you have ever 
seen; “Mrs Small Package,”  she was not. That's right, they are setting up Brie Bella for a babyface 

run at the Diva's title. - What clowns. Usos beat 
Adam Rose & Curts Axel in 5:10. The only 
thing of note was that poor Lilian Garcia called
the Usos, “Grammy winning,” instead of, 
“Slammy winning.” Of Course, petty old Vince 
McMahon just had to get his jollies by 
replaying Lilian's mistake and instructing the 
announcers to bury her unmercifully. Big Show 
squashed Erick Rowan in 1:24 then all the 
Wyatts, expect Bray, beat up Big Show forever
after the match. Harper & Strowman slammed
Show onto the steel steps and no a single person
in the crowd cared at all. Titus O'Neil, one of 
the legit worst performers in the company, 
squashed Tyler Breeze, one of the most under 
utilised performers in the company, in 2:40. It 
was totally depressing. Titus sucked as ever. 
Dolph Ziggler pinned Kevin Owens clean in a 
good 10:20 TV match. I guess they realised they

had nothing planned for Owens and rushed to get something going. Never mind that we've seen 
these guys wrestle each other hundreds of times over the last few months. Sasha Banks cut a 
promo about wanting to make it on her own. Team BAD came out and they teased still being 
friends. Sasha then wrestled Becky Lynch in a nothing match that went to a DQ in 3:30 when 
Team BAD attacked Sasha. Becky saved Sasha and the two stood side-by-side in the ring. - Who 
knows what they are planning for the women. Brie might just get a title shot next week, or they 
could hold that off until Fast Lane and have Becky & Sasha team up to face Team BAD. That way 
they could do the Charlotte vs. Becky vs. Sasha match at WrestleMania. Who knows, and 
honestly, who cares? Goldust asked R-Truth to be his tag partner again. They were in the 
bathroom and Goldust had his bare feet in a toilet for some reason. Truth once again declined and 
told Goldie he had, “do-do on his foot.” - Twenty plus writers it took to come up with this hilarity. 

Mid-South Wrestling (TV #153)
August 14th 1982 

Irish McNeil Boys Club: Shreveport, LA. 
Ben Carass.

This week Bob Roop was the guest colour commentator alongside Boyd Pierce, who ran down the 
show as usual. Boyd talked about the Junkyard Dog being absent from Mid-South for three weeks 
because he refused to wrestle on TV unless it was against Ted DiBiase and Boyd called JYD the 
“People's Champion.” Roop buried JYD for walking out on Mid-South, but said that he had never 
heard of a wrestler being so beloved he was crowned the “People's Champion.” Boyd introduced a 
video from Paul Boesch's Houston Wrestling of JYD vs. AWA World Heavyweight Champion, 
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Nick Bockwinkle and explained that the stipulation was that JYD would get five minutes with 
Bockwinkle's manager, Bobby Heenan, if he won. However, due to JYD refusing to wrestle on 
Mid-South TV, Boyd told the viewers that they were unable to show the actual match itself and 
instead we were treated to the ring introductions of both men. The clip they showed was from June 

11th 1982 at the Sam Houston Coliseum with a 
young Bruce Prichard as the ring announcer and
he explained the stips were JYD's five minutes 
with Heenan vs. JYD's King of Wrestling crown.
The deal with crown was that due to his immense 
popularity, JYD was voted by the Houston fans 
as the “King of Wrestling” or “the People's 
Champion” and he was given the crown as a 
substitute for a real championship. The tape cut 
off before the match started and we were back 
with Boyd & Roop at the Irish McNeil Boys 
Club. Boyd told everyone that JYD won his 
match with Bockwinkle and went on to defeat 

Bobby Heenan too. Unlike last week when Boyd told viewers that Dick Murdoch had beaten 
Tatsumi Fujinami, JYD did in fact beat Bockwinkle & Heenan on June 11th 1982 in Houston. 
Roop accused JYD of “sulking” and put Ted DiBiase over as the only man to ever run JYD out of 
Mid-South. - That's two weeks in a row where they pulled the old bait and switch with a tape from 
another territory. It's such a carny move, but at least with JYD it kind of fit the storyline of him 
refusing to wrestle on Mid-South TV. 

Ted DiBiase (North American Heavyweight Champion) & “Hacksaw” Duggan vs. Jesse Barr 
& Mike Bond. - DiBiase & Duggan over in 3:13. This was great and the second best squash match
on the show. They took the basic psychology of a tag match and altered it slightly in order to make 
the heels look strong. Instead of the babyfaces out wrestling the heels early on, DiBiase & Duggan 
essentially got to shine by beating up Jesse Barr right from the opening bell. It was so refreshing to
see two heels being booked as a credible competitors who just outclassed these two young kids. 
Duggan missed an elbow drop, which gave Barr & Bond a brief chance to use their speed to get a 
couple of hope spots in, but they were cut off with ease each time. Finish saw Duggan hit his goofy 
NFL headbutt tackle on Barr and DiBiase finished him off with the Figure Four. 

“Iron” Mike Sharpe vs. Tug Taylor. - Sharpe over in 5:06. Tug Taylor was of course Fred 
Ottman, who was 26 years old here and not particularly that good. Sharpe was his usual clumsy 
self and they stumbled and bumbled their way through a very bad match. Roop pointed out that 
Taylor had no neck and questioned if he would be immune from Sharpe's Piledriver. For the finish,
Sharpe hit the Piledriver and pinned Taylor clean, so I guess Roop got the answer to his question. 
Match sucked.

Back with Boyd & Roop at the desk and Boyd said Dick Murdoch was back from his tour of 
Japan, which Boyd hilariously called the, “Middle East!”  Last week I noted that Murdoch was 
away on a six month tour of New Japan, however after looking more closely at the results, 
Murdoch did in fact return to Mid-South for six weeks after the 1982 Summer Fight Series. In his 
last match for Mid-South he beat The Turk on June 5th (episode #143), however the week before 
(episode #142), they shot a hanging angle where “Hangman” Harris hung Murdoch over the top 
rope with his noose. Murdoch went to New Japan and worked his first match on the Summer Fight 
Series tour against Yoshiaki Yatsu on June 18th and wrapped up his two month, thirty-eight shot 
tour on August 5th in a tag match with The Grappler against Hiro Matsuda & Yoshiaki Yatsu, 
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who we will be getting a look at on Mid-South TV in the near future. Murdoch would be around in 
Mid-South until October then he went back to New Japan in November for another two month, 
twenty-two shot tour, this time for the 1982 Tag League. Anyway, now that is cleared up, they aired 
Murdoch vs. “Hangman” Harris from, according to Boyd Pierce, “May 26th 1982.” Boyd wasn't 
technically wrong, however as I have learned through researching these shows, Mid-South would 
tape TV on Wednesday and it would air on WGNO in New Orleans on Saturday, so the match they 
showed was actually shown on TV three days later on May 29th. Boyd said Murdoch was coming 
back to teach Ted DiBiase a lesson, however Roop replied that it wasn't Murdoch's business and 
told him to stay out of it.

Paul Ellering vs. Billy Starr. - Ellering over in 4:44.  Roop talked about Ellering being out for a 
year with a serious knee injury and this would be our last look at “Precious” Paul before he would 
once again go down with another knee injury. Out of nowhere, Boyd Pierce said next week we 
would either see JYD vs. DiBiase for the North American title or JYD & Mr Olympia vs. DiBiase
& Duggan for the Tag Team titles. Match was boring; Ellering won with a Rude Awakening style 
Neckbreaker. 

Non-Title Match: Killer Khan (Louisiana Heavyweight Champion) w/Skandor Akbar vs. 
Tommy Saxton. - Khan over in 2:32.This was a five-star squash and the best match on the show 
that I alluded to earlier. Roop said he had to leave to go “catch a plane,” however he made time to 
stay and watch Killer Khan destroy poor Tommy Saxton. Khan, as always, was the epitome of a 
monster heel and brutalised Saxton with big clubbing forearms, stomps, chokes, and, of course, 
Mongolian chops. He raked Saxton's face with his forearm and it was beautiful. Saxton literally got
no offence in at all and Khan won with his killer Knee drop off the second rope. - THIS IS HOW 
YOU DO A SQUASH MATCH. 

With Roop gone to catch his flight, Ted DiBiase and “Hacksaw” Duggan sat in on commentary 
and Boyd said he would talk to them later about the situation with JYD.

Non-Title Match: Mr Olympia (Mid-South Tag & Mississippi Champion) vs. Vinny Romeo. - 
Olympia over in 3:48. Basic showcase for Olympia, who won with a reverse body press off the 
second rope. DiBiase put Olympia over as a great wrestler, but said he couldn't get anything done 
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on his own and was always hanging onto JYD's coat-tales. Duggan yelled that JYD didn't have the
guts to show up next week and Boyd asked DiBiase about his former mentor, Dick Murdoch 
coming back to Mid-South. DiBiase said he wasn't a kid anymore and didn't need anybody's 
approval then stated that he was the North American champion and demanded respect from 
everyone. 

At the desk, Boyd hyped Kevin Von Erich and JYD vs. DiBiase next week, either in a singles or a 
tag. DiBiase said he wanted to set things straight and claimed he never refused to wrestle JYD then 
noted that JYD had not shown up for the last three weeks. DiBiase challenged JYD & Mr 
Olympia for the Tag Team titles and stated that if he and Duggan won the Tag belts then JYD 
would have nothing and would be forced to leave Mid-South due to the humiliation. Boyd reiterated
that it could either be a singles or a tag match next week and thanked all the fans for watching.  

There wasn't a lot to get excited about on this show; the Killer Khan squash was tremendous and 
the Duggan & DiBiase match was also very good, but that is about it. The main focus of the show 
was really to set up JYD returning next week to finally step back in the ring with DiBiase. 
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Next Week's Issue

In next week's issue we look at the go-home edition of RAW on the road to Fast Lane, the news, 
Mixed Bag, Mid-South, and more!

Contact

Subscribe Via Email: www.cubedcirclewrestling.com/subscribe-via-email
General Questions/Feedback/Suggestions: ryan@cubedcirclewrestling.com
Ben Carass’ Twitter: @BenCarass
Ryan Clingman’s Twitter : @RyanClingman   
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Everyone knows he's wearing slacks -- you just can't see them. 


